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Launched from the Mermaid Sapphire, the DEEPSEA 
CHALLENGER  relies on 180 different systems, from battery 
packs to sonar. Inside the pilot’s sphere James Cameron 
monitors the systems on a Mimo monitor touch screen.

National Geographic - June 2013

HERTZ RENT-A-CAR POINT OF SALE
Rent a car from Hertz rencently? Then you’ve 

seen our Mimo Magic Touch monitor at 
work on the countertop, displaying options 
for available car models and upgrades, and 

other customer options.

OPTICWASH MALL KIOSK
Opticwash’s mall kiosks for automated eyewear 
cleaning is a prime example of how our Magic 
Touch monitor is being implemented widely as 

kiosk displays/controls.

VERIFONE TAXI CAB SCREEN
Verifone has installed thousands of our Magic 

Monster 10.1” resistive touchscreen into 
taxicabs for rider entertainment and interaction.

GOOGLE VIDEOCONFERENCING
Google’s worldwide offices use the Mimo 

Magic Touch Deluxe 10.1” capacitive 
touchscreen as a control panel for their 
videoconferencing system controller.

What can you do with it?

From interactive POP digital signage, to desktop and mounted control panels, to point of sale systems, 
hands-on kiosks, and portable applications, our unique single USB connection allows for thousands of useful 
applications. Mimo is great for use with a small laptop or media player because of its light weight and single 

USB connection, no power brick needed!

Retail and Hospitality
• Supermarket digital signage in end caps and aisles
• Point of sale systems, especially secondary customer facing displays
• Integrate into point-of-purchase or point-of-registration process
• Use anywhere interactive signage is needed, but space is limited

Commercial and Industrial
• Integrate into commercial equipment for interactive control
• Conference room command and control systems
• Integrate into interactive kiosks
• Multi-user gaming tables where up to 14 screens can be used 

simultaneously

Desktop and General Productivity
•  Mail, Calendar or Address Book applications up all the time, but 

off of the desktop
•  Track System Performance, Monitor Network Traffic, CPU cycles
• Run a 2nd or 3rd display without the need for a new graphics card
• Use one computer for multiple users (with virtualization software 

– not included)

Home Entertainment and Automation
• Have your media player up to control entertainment
• Use it as a secondary control for computers hooked up to TVs. No 

keyboard or mouse needed
• Use with Raspberry Pi for a low cost home automation controller
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Product Specs
Display size

10.1 inch

Display Resolution
1280 x 800 

Brightness
350cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
800:1

Viewing Angle
170° x 170° viewing angle. 

Connections
USB

Mount
VESA-75mm

Power consumption
6W

Features
Available in Capacitive and Non-Touch

Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

10.1” IPS USB Monitor
The Mimo Vue HD is the second generation of Mimo Monitors 10.1” monitor line. 
It features a modern zero bezel design, a nearly 180 degree viewing angle from its 
bright, high contrast, IPS screen, and an upgraded resolution of 1280x800. Available 
in both capacitive touch (UM-1080C) and display only (UM-1080), the Mimo Vue 
HD is a perfect solution for a wide variety of applications in healthcare, hospitality, 
retail, education, consumer, and many other industries. Utilizing the same single 
cable USB display technology as our line of displays, the UM-1080 family is our 
widest viewing angle 10.1” monitor. The screen can display in either landscape or 
portrait orientations and has nearly 180 degree viewing angles. Available with or 
without its desktop base, the VESA75 pattern on the back is available where wall or 
pole mounting is desired.

Applications
• Kiosk information system 

• Gaming and amusement 

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

• POP/POS

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

Mimo Vue HD Display
MSRP $369.99 - UM-1080C  Capacitive Multi-Touch

MSRP $299.99 - UM-1080  Non-Touch

PREVIEW

AVAILABLE Q4 ‘15

Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 driver to activate 
touchscreen capability.
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Product Specs
Display size
10.1 inches
Display Resolution
1024x600

Brightness
200cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
300:1

Response time
16ms
Connections
USB 2.0
Dimensions
10.4” wide (264.2mm) x 8.3” tall 
(211.92mm) x 5.8” deep (147.5mm) 
[including Base Dock]
Features
Capacitance Sensing Multi-Touch 
Touch Screen

Fully compatible with Windows 7, 
Linux and Mac OS X)

Display-only mode with Windows 
2000/XP/Vista

Mimo Magic Touch
Mimo Monitors once again delivers an industry-first with the release of the Magic 
Touch 10” secondary monitor with the amazing responsiveness of capacitive touch!  
Capacitive sensing technology has revolutionized the smart phone and tablet 
market, now it is available as an interface for your computer, far surpassing the 
responsiveness and overall user experience of traditional resistive touchscreens.

• Multi-touch capacitive touchscreen
• Fully compatible with Windows 7, Linux & MAC OS X
• Display-only mode compatible with Win XP/Vista/2000
• 1024x600 resolution
• 10.1” screen
• Sturdy, adjustable dock/base
• Screen can also be removed and used independently, as a tethered tablet or 

mounted (VESA 75) screen
• USB cord included

The Mimo Magic Touch is a perfect solution for touchscreen control panels in such 
applications as corporate videoconferencing, data entry/capture, smart home 
entertainment systems, and industrial/manufacturing controls.  It is also ideal for a 
range of other touchscreen applications in healthcare, hospitality, retail, education, 
sound/video editing, and many other industries.

Mimo Magic Touch
MSRP $299.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size

10.1 inches
Display Resolution

1024x600
Brightness

200cd/m2
Contrast Ratio

300:1
Response time

16ms
Connections

USB 2.0
Dimensions

10.4” wide (264.2mm) x 8.3” tall 
(211.92mm) x 5.8” deep (147.5mm) 

[including Base Dock]
Features

Capacitance Sensing Multi-Touch 
Touch Screen

Two additional USB ports
Optional A/C Adapter for additional 

power 
Fully compatible with Windows 7, 

Linux and Mac OS X
Display-only mode with Windows 

2000/XP/Vista

Magic Touch Deluxe
The Mimo Magic Touch Deluxe is an upgraded version of the Magic Touch, with it’s 
docking base doubling as a 2-port USB hub. It is a perfect solution for touchscreen 
control panels in such applications as corporate videoconferencing, data entry/
capture, smart home entertainment systems, and industrial/manufacturing 
controls. It is also ideal for a range of other touchscreen applications in healthcare, 
hospitality, retail, education, sound/video editing, and many other industries.  

• Multi-touch capacitive touchscreen
• Dock/base also serves as a USB hub w/two convenient USB ports
• Fully compatible with Windows 7, Linux & MAC OS X
• Display-only mode compatible with Win XP/Vista/2000
• 1024x600 resolution
• 10.1” screen
• Sturdy, adjustable dock/base
• Screen can also be removed and used independently, as a tethered tablet or 

mounted (VESA 75) screen
• USB cord included
• AC adapter included, but optional, to power your additional USB devices or the 

display

Magic Touch Deluxe
MSRP $329.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
10.1 inches
Display Resolution
1366x768
Brightness
200cd/m2
Contrast Ratio
300:1
Response time
16ms
Connections
USB 2.0
Dimensions
10.4” wide (264.2mm) x 8.3” tall 
(211.92mm) x 5.8” deep (147.5mm) 
[including Base Dock]
Features
Capacitance Sensing Multi-Touch 
Touch Screen
Two additional USB ports
Optional A/C Adapter for additional 
power 
Fully compatible with Windows 7, 
Linux and Mac OS X
Display-only mode with Windows 
2000/XP/Vista

Magic Touch Deluxe HD
The Mimo Magic Touch Deluxe HD is an upgraded version of the Magic Touch 
Deluxe, increasing the resolution to 1366x768. The Mimo Magic Touch Deluxe HD 
is a perfect solution where higher resolution is desired along with it’s innovative 
HID compliant capacitive touchscreen. It is most often used as the human interface 
and control panel in such applications as corporate video conferencing, data entry/
capture, smart home entertainment systems, and industrial/manufacturing 
controls.  It is also ideal for a range of other touchscreen applications in healthcare, 
hospitality, retail, education, sound/video editing, and many other industries. 
Its dock/base is also a USB hub with two convenient USB ports for external USB 
accessories.

• 10 point multi-touch capacitive touchscreen
• Dock/base also serves as a USB hub w/two convenient USB ports
• Fully compatible with Windows 7 & 8, Linux & MAC OS X
• Display-only mode compatible with Win XP/Vista/2000
• 1366x768 resolution
• 10.1” screen
• Sturdy, adjustable dock/base
• Screen can also be removed and used independently, as a tethered tablet or 

mounted (VESA 75) screen
• USB cord included

Magic Touch Deluxe HD
MSRP $379.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size

10.1 inches
Display Resolution

1024x600

Brightness
200cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
300:1

Response time
16ms

Connections
USB 2.0

Dimensions
10.4” wide (264.2mm) x 8.3” tall 

(211.92mm) x 5.8” deep (147.5mm) 
[including Base Dock]

Features
Resistive Touch Screen

Screen can also be removed and used 
independently, as a tethered tablet or 

mounted (VESA 75) screen

Sturdy, adjustable dock base

USB cable included 

Magic Monster
Mimo’s Magic Monster combines the best features of our Magic Touch
line of monitors with the Monster’s popular resistive touchscreen. The Mimo Magic 
Monster is a perfect solution for touchscreen control panels in such applications 
as corporate videoconferencing, data entry/capture, smart home entertainment 
systems, and industrial/manufacturing controls. It is also ideal for a range of other 
touchscreen applications in healthcare, hospitality, retail, education, sound/video 
editing, and many other industries. 

• Resistive touchscreen
• Fully compatible with Windows, Linux and MAC OS X
• 1024x600 resolution
• 10.1” screen
• Sturdy, adjustable dock/base
• Screen can also be removed and used independently, as a tethered tablet or 

mounted (VESA 75) screen
• USB cord included

Magic Monster
MSRP $249.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo Magic Monster is compatible with 
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional 
purchase of $35 driver to activate touchscreen capability.
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Product Specs
Display size
7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
When folded: 7”x 5.25”x 1” (thick) 
When open: 7”x 4.5” (tall) x 5.25”(base)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  
video over single USB connection
Capacitive Multi-point Touch Screen
Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB Portable Slider Capacitive Touch Display
Still the coolest form factor ever...7” Capacitive Small Touchscreen Monitor in a 
compact, foldable footprint. Ultra-portable, weighs less than a pound and measures 
less than an inch thick when folded. Now with the responsiveness of multi-point 
capacitive touch. The UM-760C is the worlds first capacitive touch USB 7” display. 
This display is the most cost effective touch solution for consumer, retail POS, and 
hospitality markets.
• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 

single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about
• Ultra-portable integrated stand and cover, weighs less than 1 pound
• Perfect for people on the go, laptop/netbook users, graphic designers and 

anywhere a mini secondary touch screen is useful
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments
Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing

As with all our monitors, the Mimo 760C is compatible with Windows, Linux, and Mac OS.  

Mimo UM-760C
MSRP $239.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size

7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Mount
VESA-75mm

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
When folded: 7”x 5.25”x 1” (thick)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  

video over single USB connection
Capacitive Multi-point Touch Screen

Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB VESA 75 Compatible Multi-Point 
Capacitive Touch Display
Now in its 3rd generation the 7” Monitor with a VESA 75 mount. The Mimo 
UM-760CF with its simple and easy installation fixture weighs less than a pound 
and measures less than an inch thick. Now with the responsiveness of multi-point 
capacitive touch. The UM-760CF is the worlds first capacitive touch USB 7” display.

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 
single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Ultra-portable integrated stand and cover, weighs less than 1 pound
• Perfect for people on the go, laptop/netbook users, graphic designers and 

anywhere a mini secondary touch screen is useful
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments 

Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing

As with all our monitors, the Mimo 760CF is compatible with Windows, Linux,  
and Mac OS.  

Mimo UM-760CF
MSRP $239.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
When folded: 7”x 5.25”x 1” (thick) 
When open: 7”x 4.5” (tall) x 5.25”(base)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  
video over single USB connection
Resistive Touch
Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB Portable Slider Resistive Touch Display
Still the coolest form factor ever...7” Resistive Small Touchscreen Monitor in a 
compact, foldable footprint. Ultra-portable, weighs less than a pound and measures 
less than an inch thick when folded. The UM-760R resistive touch monitor is designed 
to provide the most cost effective touch solutions for consumer, retail POS, and 
hospitality markets. 

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 
single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Ultra-portable integrated stand and cover, weighs less than 1 pound
• Perfect for people on the go, laptop/netbook users, graphic designers and 

anywhere a mini secondary touch screen is useful
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments.

Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing

As with all our monitors, the Mimo 760R is compatible with Windows, Linux, and 
Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 driver to activate 
touchscreen capability. 

Mimo UM-760R
MSRP $209.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo UM-760R is compatible with Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 
driver to activate touchscreen capability.
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Product Specs
Display size

7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Mount
VESA-75mm

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
 7”x 5.25”x 1” (thick)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  

video over single USB connection
Resistive Touch

Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB VESA 75 Compatible Resistive Touch Display
Now in its 3rd generation the 7” Monitor with a VESA 75 mount. The Mimo UM-
760RF with its simple and easy installation fixture weighs less than a pound and 
measures less than an inch thick. The UM-760RF resistive touch monitor is designed 
to provide the most cost effective touch solutions for consumer, retail POS, and 
hospitality markets.   

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 
single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Ultra-portable integrated stand and cover, weighs less than 1 pound
• Perfect for people on the go, laptop/netbook users, graphic designers and 

anywhere a mini secondary touch screen is useful
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments.
Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing
As with all our monitors, the Mimo 760RF is compatible with Windows, Linux, and 
Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 driver to activate 
touchscreen capability. 

Mimo UM-760RF
MSRP $209.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo UM-760RF is compatible with Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 
driver to activate touchscreen capability.
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Product Specs
Display size
7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Mount
VESA-75mm

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
 7”x 5.25”x 1” (thick)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  
video over single USB connection
Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB VESA Mount Non-Touch Display
The Mimo UM-760F with its simple and easy installation fixture weighs less than 
a pound and measures less than an inch thick. The screen can display in either 
landscape or portrait orientations. The UM-760F monitor is designed to provide the 
most cost effective solutions for consumer, retail POS, and hospitality markets.. 

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 
single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Ultra-portable integrated stand and cover, weighs less than 1 pound
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments 

Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing

As with all our monitors, the Mimo 760 is compatible with Windows, Linux,  
and Mac OS. 

Mimo UM-760F
MSRP $149.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size

7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
7”x 5.25”x 1” (thick)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  

video over single USB connection
Non-Touch

Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB Portable Slider Non-Touch Display
Still the coolest form factor ever...7” Monitor in a compact, foldable footprint. Ultra-
portable, weighs less than a pound and measures less than an inch thick when 
folded. The UM-760 monitor is designed to provide the most cost effective solutions 
for consumer, retail POS, and hospitality markets. 

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video and power over a single 
USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Ultra-portable integrated stand and cover, weighs less than 1 pound
• Perfect for people on the go, laptop/netbook users, graphic designers and 

anywhere a mini secondary touch screen is useful
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments
Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing

As with all our monitors, the Mimo 760 is compatible with Windows, Linux, and 
Mac OS. 

Mimo UM-760
MSRP $149.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
7 inches
Display Resolution
800 x 480

Brightness
375cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
350:1

Response time
30ms
Connections
High Speed USB 2.0
Power consumption
3.3W - 4.99W
Dimensions
7” x 4 5/8” x 3/4” (thickness)
Features
Resistive Touchscreen

Weighs only about 1.5 pounds 
(including stand)

Landscape and portrait modes

Detaches from stand for flexible uses

Built-in stylus also doubles as a 
simple monitor stand

7” Portable Resistive Touch Screen USB Monitor
Award-winning design that combines flexible, multipurpose uses with improved 
durability and great looks…the Touch 2 is our most affordable free-standing 
USB-driven touchscreen and the lowest-cost touchscreen monitor in the world. 
Add useful desktop space with this versatile, economical, and portable plug-n-play 
device. Screen can be rotated to display in landscape or portrait modes, or removed 
from stand altogether to work as a tablet-style screen. The Mimo Touch 2 is also 
compatible with the Flex-Arm Mount accessory for a near-endless range of 
mounting options onto virtually any flat surface.  

• 16:9 Widescreen aspect ratio
• Utilizes DisplayLink™ technology that provides video, touch and power over a 

single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about
• Integrated stylus for resistive touch display
• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 

environments or as the main display in any small screen application
• Switch from landscape to portrait display in seconds by just rotating the display

Mimo Touch 2
MSRP $179.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo Touch 2 is compatible with Windows, Linux, 
and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: All driver software is included; there is no 
need for any additional software driver purchases!
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The Adapt 2 by Mimo is not a consumer tablet, but is a tablet thoughtfully designed 
for commercial use where running 24/7 is crucial. With integrated hardware 
and software for commercial and retail use, added features such as robust case, 
tempered glass, design and testing for 24/7 use, VESA mounting, SD and 3G Sim 
card protection system, anti-theft system, hidden quick control buttons on back, 
high-quality stereo audio output, our tablet is the best Android solution for the 
demanding commercial and retail environment. 

Integrated smart software, compatible with CMS
• Auto playback of appointed app 
• Full screen display without Android menu bar
• Password protection for exiting the app
• Auto SD card content update by USB key
• Auto power on/off at designated time
• Optional motion sensor function
• Compatible with third-party CMS

Display size
10.1 inch
Display Resolution
1280 x 800
Brightness
400cd/m2
Contrast Ratio
1300:1
Viewing Angle
85/85/85/85(L/R/U/D)
Connections
Ethernet, Wifi, Bluetooth, 3G Optional
Power consumption
20W
Dimensions
11.24” (280mm) x 7.5” (190.6mm)  
x 1.18” (30mm)(thickness)
Features
IPS 5 point capacitive touch 
CPU - ARM Cortex-A9
GPU - Quad-Core 2D/3D 
OpenGLES2.0(AMD Z430)/OpenVG1.1
Full screen display mode without 
Android OS menu bar
Password protection for exiting the 
default app
Optional motion sensor function

Android Commercial Tablet
MSRP $499.99

The Adapt 2 by Mimo 10.1” MPP101T

Product Specs

DC12V

SD and SIM Card Headphone

HDMI

USB 1.0

USB 2.0 RJ45

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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The Adapt 2 by Mimo
The Adapt 2 by Mimo is not a consumer 
tablet, but is a tablet thoughtfully designed 
for commercial use where running 24/7 
is crucial. With integrated hardware 
and software for commercial and retail 
use, added features such as robust case, 
tempered glass, design and testing for 24/7 
use, VESA mounting, SD and 3G Sim card 
protection system, anti-theft system, hidden 
quick control buttons on back, high-quality 
stereo audio output, our tablet is the 
best Android solution for the demanding 
commercial and retail environment.

Integrated smart software, compatible with CMS
• Auto playback of appointed app 
• Full screen display without Android menu bar
• Password protection for exiting the app
• Auto SD card content update by USB key
• Auto power on/off at designated time
• Optional motion sensor function
• Compatible with third-party CMS

Adapt 2 Mimo Tablets 15.6 / 18.5 / 21.5

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

Product Specs MPP156T MPP185T MPP215T

MSRP $799.99 $999.99 $1199.99

Display Size 15.6 inches 18.5 inches 21.5 inches

Display Resolution 1600x900 1366x768 1920x1080

Brightness 250cd/m2 200cd/m2 250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio 800:1 1000:1 1000:1

Connections Ethernet, Wifi, Bluetooth, 3G Optional Ethernet, Wifi, Bluetooth, 3G Optional Ethernet, Wifi, Bluetooth, 3G Optional

Power Consumption 30W 40W 50W

Dimensions 15.65” (397mm) x 9.75” (248mm) x 
1.85” (47mm) thickness

18.9” (457mm) x 11.1” (282mm) x 1.85” 
(47mm) thickness

21.5” (545mm) x 13.3” (338mm) x 2.2” 
(55mm) thickness

Features 2 point capacitive touch
CPU - ARM Cortex-A9
PU - Quad-Core 2D/3D
OpenGLES2.0(AMD Z430)/ OpenVG1.1
Full screen display mode without 
Android OS menu bar
Password protection for exiting the 
default app
Optional motion sensor function

2 point capacitive touch
CPU - ARM Cortex-A9
PU - Quad-Core 2D/3D
OpenGLES2.0(AMD Z430)/ OpenVG1.1
Full screen display mode without 
Android OS menu bar
Password protection for exiting the 
default app
Optional motion sensor function

2 point capacitive touch
CPU - ARM Cortex-A9
PU - Quad-Core 2D/3D
OpenGLES2.0(AMD Z430)/ OpenVG1.1
Full screen display mode without 
Android OS menu bar
Password protection for exiting the 
default app
Optional motion sensor function
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Product Specs
Display size

7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/70(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
192mm x 124mm x 10.3mm

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  

video over single USB connection
Capacitive 5-point multitouch screen

CE FCC RoHS

Fully compatible with Windows 7, 8, 
Linux and Mac OS-X

Open Frame 7” USB Capacitive Touch Screen
Utilizing the same USB display technology as our line of displays, the UM-760C-
OF adds Capacitive touch to the 7” line. The UM-760C-OF is a 7” small capacitive 
open frame touchscreen monitor for applications that will be integrated into 
other equipment or enclosures. Same slick design features but now with the 
responsiveness of a 5 point multi-touch capacitive touchscreen all in a long-lasting 
molded metal product cycle-enclosure. Future generation panels can be phased-in 
without external changes. The screen can display in either landscape or portrait 
orientations. The UM-760C-OF open frame touchscreen monitor is designed to 
provide the most cost effective solutions for consumer, retail POS, and hospitality 
markets.

Applications
• Rear 4 point mounting for secure installation

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 
single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Ultra-light, weighs less than 1 pound

• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 
environments, kiosks, gaming, and more.

Open Frame 7” Monitor 760C-OF
MSRP $249.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
7 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 600 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
700:1

Pixel Pitch
0.15 (H) x 0.15 (V)

Viewing Angle
75/75/70/75(L/R/U/D)

Connections
USB

Power consumption
4W

Dimensions
8”x 5”x .625” (thick)

Features
Utilizes Displaylink for power, touch and  
video over single USB connection
Available in Resistive (UM-760R-OF), 
and Non-Touch (UM-760-OF) 
Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

7” USB Open Frame Liquid Crystal Display
The Mimo UM-760-OF/760R-OF with its simple and easy installation fixture 
weighs less than a pound and measures less than an inch thick. The screen can 
display in either landscape or portrait orientations. The UM-760-OF/760R-OF 
monitor is designed to provide the most cost effective solutions for consumer, retail 
POS, and hospitality markets..

• Utilizes DisplayLinkTM technology that provides video, touch and power over a 
single USB connection. No separate power supply to worry about

• Can be applied as a secondary customer-facing display in retail POS 
environments 

Applications
• POP/POS
• Secondary screen for productivity
• Gaming and entertainment
• Light industrial shop-floor automation
• Digital Signage
• Video Conferencing

As with all our monitors, the Mimo UM-760-OF/UM-760R-OF is compatible with 
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS.  

7” USB Open Frame Display
MSRP $149.99 - UM-760-OF  Display
MSRP $199.99 - UM-760R-OF  Resistive

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 driver to activate 
touchscreen capability.
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Product Specs
Display size

10.1 inch

Display Resolution
1280 x 800

Brightness
350cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
800:1

Viewing Angle
85/85/85/85

Connections
High Speed USB 2.0

Response Time
14ms

Dimensions
229.5mm x 149.1mm x 11.8mm

Features
IPS Screen with nearly 180 degree 

viewing angles
CE FCC RoHS

Fully compatable with Windows Linux 
and Mac OS-X

Adjustable brightness
Rear 4 point mounting for secure 

installation

Open Frame 10.1” IPS USB Monitor
Utilizing the same USB display technology as our line of displays, the UM-1080-OF 
is our widest viewing angle open frame 10.1” monitor. The UM-1080-OF is a 10.1” 
open frame monitor (display-only) for applications that will be integrated into other 
equipment or enclosures. Same slick design features but in a long-lasting molded 
metal product cycle-enclosure. Future generation panels can be phased-in without 
external changes. The screen can display in either landscape or portrait orientations 
and has nearly 180 degree viewing angles. The UM-1080-OF open frame monitor is 
designed to provide the most cost effective solutions for consumer, retail POS, and 
hospitality markets.

Applications
• Kiosk information system

• Gaming and amusement

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

• POP/POSVideo Conferencing

Mimo 10.1” Open Frame Display UM-1080-OF
MSRP $249.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
10.1 inch

Display Resolution
1280 x 800

Brightness
350cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
800:1

Viewing Angle
85/85/85/85

Connections
High Speed USB 2.0

Response Time
14ms

Dimensions
229.5mm x 149.1mm x 11.8mm

Features
IPS Screen with nearly 180 degree 
viewing angles
Capacitive Touch
CE FCC RoHS
Fully compatable with Windows Linux 
and Mac OS-X
Adjustable brightness
Rear 4 point mounting for secure 
installation

Capacitive Touch Open Frame 10.1” IPS  
USB Monitor
Using the same bright wide viewing angle LCD as the popular UM-1080-OF, the 
UM-1080C-OF adds 10 point capacitive multi-touch. The UM-1080C-OF is a 10.1” 
open frame capacitive touch display for applications that will be integrated into 
other equipment or enclosures. Same slick design features but in a long-lasting 
molded metal product cycle-enclosure. Future generation panels can be phased-in 
without external changes. The screen can display in either landscape or portrait 
orientations and has nearly 180 degree viewing angles. The UM-1080C-OF open 
frame monitor is designed to provide the most cost effective solutions for consumer, 
retail POS, and hospitality markets.

Applications
• Kiosk information system

• Gaming and amusement

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

• POP/POSVideo Conferencing

Mimo UM-1080C-OF Capacitive Touch
MSRP $369.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo UM-1080C-OF is compatible with Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 
driver to activate touchscreen capability.
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Product Specs
Display size

15.6 inch

Display Resolution
1920 x 1080 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
300cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
500:1

Viewing Angle
170° x 160° viewing angle. 

Connections
USB, DVI, VGA

Mount
VESA-100mm, Rear Mount

Power consumption
20W

Features
Available in Capacitive and Non-Touch

Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

15.6” Open Frame Display
• Long lasting product cycle-enclosure. Future generation panels phased-in 

without external changes.
• 500:1 contrast ratio, and 300-nit brightness (LCD panel)
• 1920x1080 Resolution
• Display Only and Capacitive Touch UM-15688C-OF options
• Available wide (16:9)
• High quality panel with 150° x 140° viewing angle. 
• Mounting includes rear-mount and VESA mount (front mount optional)
• VGA and DVI inputs with USB for touch and external AC/DC power. Displaylink 

technology optional

Applications
• Kiosk information system 

• Gaming and amusement 

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

Mimo 15.6” Open Frame Display
MSRP $399.99 - UM-15668-OF

MSRP $499.99 - UM-15668C-OF
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Product Specs
Display size
18.5 inch

Display Resolution
1366 x 768 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
300cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
500:1

Viewing Angle
170° x 170° viewing angle. 

Connections
USB, DVI, VGA

Mount
VESA-100mm, Rear Mount

Power consumption
20W

Features
Available in Capacitive and Non-Touch
Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

18.5” Open Frame Display
• Long lasting product cycle-enclosure. Future generation panels phased-in 

without external changes.
• 500:1 contrast ratio, and 300-nit brightness (LCD panel)
• 1366 x 768 Resolution 
• Display Only and Capacitive touch options
• Available wide (16:9)
• High quality panel with 170° x 170° viewing angle.
• Mounting includes rear-mount and VESA mount (front mount optional)
• VGA and DVI inputs with USB for touch and external AC/DC power.

Applications
• Kiosk information system 

• Gaming and amusement 

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo UM-18560C-OF is compatible with 
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional 
purchase of $35 driver to activate touchscreen capability.

Mimo 18.5” Open Frame Display
MSRP $459.99 - UM-18560-OF Display
MSRP $569.99 - UM-18560C-OF Capacitive
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Mimo 19” Open Frame Display
MSRP $459.99 - M19024-OF Display

MSRP $569.99 - M19024C-OF Capacitive

Product Specs
Display size

19 inch

Display Resolution
1280 x 1024 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
1000:1

Viewing Angle
89/89/89/89 Wide Viewing Angle 

Aspect Ratio
5:4

Mount
VESA (75 mm & 100 mm) and  

Flange Mounting Options

Power consumption
20W

Features
Available in Capacitive and Non-Touch

10 point Capacitive (PCAP) Touch Sensor
Windows 8 Plug & Play Touch Controller, 

USB

Non-touch version has 2.4mm 
chemically strengthened glass in place 
of the PCAP sensor for added durability

19” Open Frame Display
Designed for demanding environments, The Mimo 19” Open Frame series delivers a 
long life cycle, high resolution touch experience to a wide range of commercial and 
industrial applications. Featuring a molded front bezel to control dust and liquids, 
VGA/DVI video along with VESA and or flange mount capability, the Mimo Open 
Frame family make the most of your digital world

Applications
• Kiosk information system 

• Gaming and amusement 

• Industrial Automation

• POP/POI

As with all our monitors, the Mimo M19024C-OF is compatible with Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 
driver to activate touchscreen capability.

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
21.5 inch

Display Resolution
1920 x 1080 (WSVGA) LCD

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
1000:1

Viewing Angle
170° x 170° viewing angle. 

Connections
USB, DVI, VGA

Mount
VESA-100mm, Rear Mount

Power consumption
20W

Features
Available in Capacitive and Non-Touch
Surface treatment: Hard coating  
(3H), anti-glare

21.5” Open Frame Display
• Long lasting product cycle-enclosure. Future generation panels phased-in 

without external changes.
• 1000:1 contrast ratio, and 250-nit brightness (LCD panel)
• Resolution 1920x1080
• Display Only and Capacitive touch options
• Available wide (16:9)
• High quality panel with 170° x 170° viewing angle. 
• Mounting includes rear-mount and VESA mount (front mount optional)
• VGA and DVI inputs with USB for touch and external AC/DC power. Displaylink 

technology optional

Applications
• Kiosk information system 

• Gaming and amusement 

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.

As with all our monitors, the Mimo UM-21580-OF is compatible with Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS.  Note to Mac OS users: requires additional purchase of $35 
driver to activate touchscreen capability.

Mimo 21.5” Open Frame Display
MSRP $479.99 - UM-21580-OF Display
MSRP $599.99 - UM-21580C-OF Capacitive
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Product Specs
Display size

7 inch

Display Resolution
800 x 480

Brightness
250cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
500:1

Pixel Pitch
.0642 (W) x .1790 (V)

Viewing Angle
70/70/50/70 (L/R/U/D)

Connections
DC Power, USB or content update, 

SD Card

Features
Built in speakers (stereo 1.5W)

USB Auto Update
Optional motion sensor

Auto playback

7” Media Player
An Ideal Solution for Advertising
The Mimo Media Player is designed for users in need of an easy but efficient 
mountable video player. The player includes built in stereo speakers so your 
audience can hear your media as well as see it. With the ability to playback MPEG, 
AVI, DVIX and XVID videos, MP3 audio and JPG and BMP images, the Mimo Media 
Player can handle all of your content. In addition, it features a printable front acrylic 
sheet allowing the player to be easily customized with your own graphics.

Available in 7” or 10.2” Sizes
The Mimo Media Player is available in 7” (800x480 resolution) or 10.2” (1024x576 
resolution). The high quality ABS case is standard in white, but can be customized 
upon request.

Motion Sensor Function
The optional motion sensor function can control the audio/video output to only 
activate when motion of a human body is detected. By remote control, the motion 
sensor function can be turned off, or can be set up for different play intervals.

SD Card Storage and Playback
The Mimo Media Player does not use built-in flash memory, but instead it uses 
changeable SD cards (with a locked cover for protection). Not only can users choose 
different memory sizes, but your investment is protected if the SD card fails after 
certain time of use.

Mimo 7” Media Player MMP-S070
MSRP $99.00

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size
10 inch

Display Resolution
1024 x 576

Brightness
200cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
500:1

Pixel Pitch
.2175 (W) x .2175 (V)

Viewing Angle
45/45/15/35 (L/R/U/D)

Connections
DC Power, USB or content update, 
SD Card

Features
Built in speakers (stereo 2W)
USB Auto Update
Optional motion sensor
Auto playback

10” Media Player
An Ideal Solution for Advertising
The Mimo Media Player is designed for users in need of an easy but efficient 
mountable video player. The player includes built in stereo speakers so your 
audience can hear your media as well as see it. With the ability to playback MPEG, 
AVI, DVIX and XVID videos, MP3 audio and JPG and BMP images, the Mimo Media 
Player can handle all of your content. In addition, it features a printable front acrylic 
sheet allowing the player to be easily customized with your own graphics.

Available in 7” or 10.2” Sizes
The Mimo Media Player is available in 7” (800x480 resolution) or 10.2” (1024x576 
resolution). The high quality ABS case is standard in white, but can be customized 
upon request.

Motion Sensor Function
The optional motion sensor function can control the audio/video output to only 
activate when motion of a human body is detected. By remote control, the motion 
sensor function can be turned off, or can be set up for different play intervals.

SD Card Storage and Playback
The Mimo Media Player does not use built-in flash memory, but instead it uses 
changeable SD cards (with a locked cover for protection). Not only can users choose 
different memory sizes, but your investment is protected if the SD card fails after 
certain time of use.

Mimo 10” Media Player MMP-S102A
MSRP $199.00

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Product Specs
Display size

10.1” diagonal, IPS Panel

Display Resolution
1280 x 800

Brightness
400cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
1300:1

Pixel Pitch
0.1695 x 0.1695

Viewing Angle
85/85/85/85(L/R/U/D)

Power Input
DC 12V, 2A

Power consumption
20W

Dimensions
Active Area: 216.96(H) x 135.6(W)

Features
Content Storage: SD Card
Built in Speakers: 2W *2

Playback Mode:  
Repeat One, Repeat All, Playlist Repeat

Mini Kiosk Display
The Mimo Mini Kiosk MMK-101 is an HD Media Player designed for users in need of 
an easy but efficient video player technology with the benefits of a small footprint. 
The player includes built in stereo speakers so your audience can hear your media 
as well as see it. With the ability to playback MPEG, AVI, DVIX and XVID videos, 
MP3 audio and JPG and BMP images, the Mimo Mini Kiosk can handle all of your 
content.

A powerful HD digital signage system in a small, but eye-catching package, 
specifically designed for counters, tabletops, and shelves to enhance your brand 
image

Applications
• Kiosk information system

• Gaming and amusement

• Light industrial shop-floor automation

• POP/POS

Mimo Mini-Kiosk MMK-101
MSRP $299.99

Product Specs

Contact your sales representative 
for distributor/reseller pricing at 

1-855-YES-MIMO (937-6466) or 
info@mimomonitors.com.
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Cat 5 USB 2.0 Extender with Remote Power

*Although 2 USB ports are supplied, some Mimo Monitors may require both ports for power.

USB 2.0 over 100m
(UTP. Cat 5. Cat 6)

Mimo Monitor or any  
USB 2.0, 1.1 Device

Product Specs
Display size
7 inches
Display Resolution
800 x 480

Brightness
350cd/m2

Contrast Ratio
400:1

Connections
High Speed USB 2.0
Dimensions
When folded: 7” x 5.25” x 1” 
(thickness), When open: 7” x 4.5” (tall) 
x 5.25” (base)

Features
Monitor Pivots 90 degrees

Integrated Stand and Cover

Ultra-portable, weighs less than 1 pound

CE FCC RoHS 

Drivers for Windows XP, Vista, Vista 
64-bit included

A second USB connection is included 
for systems that do not meet power 
requirements

USB Extender 102 Features
• System delivers power to remote hub over Cat 5 extension link simplifying installation and 

eliminating the need for AC power close to the remote unit.
• Remove unit provides standard 500mA to each USB port, eliminating need for AC power 

at the remote location.
• Ideal for use with Mimo Monitors, where remote power is not available. Will also work 

with all other USB devices.
• Operates with USB 2.0 high-speed host controllers and USB 1.1 classic hosts.
• Extends USB 2.0 high-speed and USB 1.1 (low-speed, full speed) devices up to 100m over  

Cat 5e cable.
• Supports all USB device types: Control, Interrupt, Bulk and Isochronous at up to 480Mbps.
• True plug and play, ready to operate right out of the box. No new driver installation 

required.
• Supports all major operating systems including Windows®, Mac OS®, and Linux®.
• Integrated hub provides two USB 2.0 ports*. Number of devices can be increased using 

additional USB hubs.

USB Extender 102
MSRP $349.99

Product Specs

ONE CABLE DOES IT ALL: 
NOW OVER 100M
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Flat Screen Fixed/Flush VESA Wall Mount 
MSRP $39.99
This flush wall mount provides an elegant finish that streamlines your screen 
seamlessly with the decor of the room. It securely supports flat screens weighing 
up to 66lbs (30kgs) just 0.6-inch (15.5mm) from the wall, offering a slim line 
mounting solution that is almost flush to its surroundings. This space-saving design 
is ideal for displays where screen movement is not required. Installation is quick and 
easy and compatible with a wide variety of monitors with 75mm x 75mm (3-inch 
x 3inch) or 100mm x 100mm (4-inch x 4-mch) VESA mounting hole patterns. The 
screen can easily be removed and changed but is still protected against theft with a 
security screw.

• Max display weight: 66lbs (30kg)

• Mounting hole pattern (mm): 75x75; 100x100

• Mounting options: wall

• Space saving design is ideal for displays where screen movement is not required

• Screen can be easily removed and changed but is still protected against theft 
with a security screw

Dual-Monitor Free Standing VESA Desk 
Mount Stand Heavy Duty and Fully 
Adjustable fits 2 /Two Screens 
MSRP $109.99 

This stand is made of high grade steel and aluminum. Fits most LCD monitors 7” to 
24”. Supports up to 22 lbs per monitor. Every joint is able to be tightened, so you can 
adjust exactly how fluid/stationary you want everything, simply remove the cap on 
the joint and tighten the bolt underneath.

• Holds Two Screens up to 24

• Tilt: -15 to +15 Degree - Swivel: 360 Degree - Rotate: 360 Degree

• Integrated Cable Management System

• High Grade Steel and Aluminum

• VESA Mount (75 X 75 & 100 X 100 mounting holes)Bullet

Low Profile Adjustable Wall Mount Bracket 
MSRP $89.99

• Lightweight, durable, aluminum construction

• 75 & 100 mm VESA mounting

• Low profile – 18mm (0.7”) 

• 304.8 mm vertical adjustment (12”)

• Rated up to 110kg (50lbs)

Mimo Mounting Brackets
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Accessories

Touchscreen Stylus
MSRP: $9.99

Metal stylus with soft plastic tip, identical to the styluses used 
on popular PDA brands. Along with the iProtector film, highly 
recommended for our resistive touchscreens (Monster, Touch 
2, 720-S and 720-F models). Improves functionality and ease 
of use by providing a precise fine touch; also preserves your 
touchscreen from damage and contamination.

Mimo Carrying Case
MSRP: $29.99

Custom designed to hold and protect your new 7” Mimo 
monitor! Durable, cushioned neoprene material with twin 
handles for easy carrying. Velcro-fastened internal pocket for 
your Mimo, and a dedicated zippered external pocket for cable 
and accessories. Slimline design protects Mimo on its own, or 
in your favorite bag. Fits Mimo 720-S, 720-F, and Mimo Touch2 
(removable screen only).

15’ USB Cable
MSRP: $19.99

USB signal strength degrades quickly over distance, making 
most off-the-shelf cords incompatible with our monitors.   
Mimo has designed a high-quality 15’ USB cable specifically 
geared towards our monitors.

Flex-Arm Mount  
for Magic Touch, Monster 
and Touch 2
MSRP: $39.99

• Double-hinge flex design
• Mount on horizontal or vertical surfaces
• Suction cup mount for easy, super-secure placement
• Compatible with Magic Touch, Monster and Touch 2 models
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Launched from the Mermaid Sapphire, the DEEPSEA 
CHALLENGER  relies on 180 different systems, from battery 
packs to sonar. Inside the pilot’s sphere James Cameron 
monitors the systems on a Mimo monitor touch screen.

National Geographic - June 2013

HERTZ RENT-A-CAR POINT OF SALE
Rent a car from Hertz rencently? Then you’ve 

seen our Mimo Magic Touch monitor at 
work on the countertop, displaying options 
for available car models and upgrades, and 

other customer options.

OPTICWASH MALL KIOSK
Opticwash’s mall kiosks for automated eyewear 
cleaning is a prime example of how our Magic 
Touch monitor is being implemented widely as 

kiosk displays/controls.

VERIFONE TAXI CAB SCREEN
Verifone has installed thousands of our Magic 

Monster 10.1” resistive touchscreen into 
taxicabs for rider entertainment and interaction.

GOOGLE VIDEOCONFERENCING
Google’s worldwide offices use the Mimo 

Magic Touch Deluxe 10.1” capacitive 
touchscreen as a control panel for their 
videoconferencing system controller.

What can you do with it?

From interactive POP digital signage, to desktop and mounted control panels, to point of sale systems, 
hands-on kiosks, and portable applications, our unique single USB connection allows for thousands of useful 
applications. Mimo is great for use with a small laptop or media player because of its light weight and single 

USB connection, no power brick needed!

Retail and Hospitality
• Supermarket digital signage in end caps and aisles
• Point of sale systems, especially secondary customer facing displays
• Integrate into point-of-purchase or point-of-registration process
• Use anywhere interactive signage is needed, but space is limited

Commercial and Industrial
• Integrate into commercial equipment for interactive control
• Conference room command and control systems
• Integrate into interactive kiosks
• Multi-user gaming tables where up to 14 screens can be used 

simultaneously

Desktop and General Productivity
•  Mail, Calendar or Address Book applications up all the time, but 

off of the desktop
•  Track System Performance, Monitor Network Traffic, CPU cycles
• Run a 2nd or 3rd display without the need for a new graphics card
• Use one computer for multiple users (with virtualization software 

– not included)

Home Entertainment and Automation
• Have your media player up to control entertainment
• Use it as a secondary control for computers hooked up to TVs. No 

keyboard or mouse needed
• Use with Raspberry Pi for a low cost home automation controller
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